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Welcome to our 
Winter 2022 Edition  
of Agri Matters

It’s been a year like no other for the Agri-Sector. New policies, regulations and targets were the key 
themes of 2022, and that is without mentioning the Russian – Ukraine conflict, drought or indeed, 
the higher input costs in the sector this year.

Looking ahead to 2023, further changes are on the way, as we will see the introduction of the 
new Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) Programme, the impact of cow banding and changes to 
the Nitrates Action Programme. We are also likely to see further moves towards our emissions 
reduction target. 

Currently, prices for most agri commodities remain high, however so does the price of our key farm 
inputs. In recent weeks wholesale energy and diesel prices have weakened and indeed fertiliser 
prices have eased as well due to a reduction in demand. We are entering 2023 with a high cost 
base, and it is too early to tell what impact, if any, this current weakening will have on farm inputs 
next year. 

In this edition of Agri Matters, Donal Whelton reflects on the year that was for Irish farmers in 
our review and outlook article and considers the impact of higher output prices and input prices 
across all farm sectors. We continue our focus on efficiency and we feature an interview with 
Colin Doherty, Grass10 Grassland Farmer of the Year in 2021. We also review the Irish Grassland 
Association Dairy Summer Tour. Our Signpost Series continues with an article from Siobhan 
Kavanagh of Teagasc on reducing emissions on farms.  

We have our usual economic outlook article from Daniel Noonan from the AIB Economic Research 
Unit while Liam Phelan, AIB Agri Advisors discusses the changes to Direct Payments under the new 
CAP Programme.

I am delighted to say that we have expanded our Agri Team and welcome Nicola Fetherstone, 
Mick Conlon and Dónal Walsh to the Team. They are a welcome addition in ensuring that we can 
continue to support the needs of our farming customers. 

Lastly, I hope you find this edition of Agri Matters of interest, and wish you all the best for the 
coming year.

John Farrell
AIB Agri Sector Team

John Farrell



Colin Doherty farms in partnership with his father, 
Bryan in Adare, Co. Limerick. They milk 220 cows and 
supply milk to Limerick Liquid Milk Producers. The herd 
is largely Friesian X Jersey with an EBI of €165. 

What did winning the Grass10 Farmer of the Year 
award 2021 mean for you?
Obviously, I was very proud to win the award. It was 
a competition I used to keep a keen interest in, and 
always looked up to the winners and think I’d love to 
be at their standard of grassland management. I’ve 
put a lot of focus on, and a lot of work into grassland 
management over the past few years and it was lovely 
to win it. 

What level of grass productivity are you achieving 
on the farm and how has that changed over recent 
years?
This year, we’re probably going to grow about 13t of 
grass DM/ha, last year, we grew just under 14t and 
that’s on a whole farm basis. A few years ago we were 
growing more grass, in the region of 16t+ DM/ha with 
a good bit more chemical nitrogen. We’ve cut back 
the Nitrogen a lot in the last two years, we’re back to 
160kgs of chemical N/ha this year. While grass grown is 
matching our stocking rate currently, we might be going 
a little too hard on the N reduction, I’d like to be closer 
to the 15t grown to be honest. This year especially with 
the dry weather, the reduction in Nitrogen didn’t do 
us any favours in terms of having a buffer or reserve of 
grass on the farm coming into that dry period. Based 
on this year, I think I’d prefer to have stronger grass 
covers coming into May to mitigate against some of the 
potential effects of drought or dry weather.

What is your ideal stocking rate and will the new 
banding measures have an effect on cow numbers 
going forward? 
Our ideal stocking rate is the 2.4LU/ha to 2.5LU/ha, 
a cow to the acre over the whole farm, our banding 
is going to go to the 92kgs from 89kgs currently but 
it’s not going to have a huge effect on us overall. 
I wouldn’t be pushing a whole farm stocking rate 
greater than 2.5LU/ha anyway so it probably means 
we’re just that bit closer to the 250kgs organic N/ha 
limit. Our 2.5LU/ha equates to 230kgs organic N/ha 
based on the new banding measures from 2023.

What is your target kgs of milk solids / cow long-
term and what are the drivers of that on your farm?
The target has always been to hit the 1kg of milk 
solids per kg of liveweight, we’re at about 90% of that 
currently, 430kgs milk solids to 480kgs liveweight. 
Ideally, I’d love to be doing the 480 – 500kgs of milk 
solids for a mature herd here but it’s not something I’m 
going to get too hung up on. We’re not going to push 
production in order to try and hit those targets, we’re 
very happy with the production the cows are doing at 
the moment. The herd is quite young with up to 40% 
first and second calvers so as it matures, I’d be hopeful 
that we’d naturally see an uplift in milk solids.

There’s a lot of discussion around clover and 
reduced chemical N usage. Has it worked for you, 
and would you have any management tips?
Yeah, it’s worked very well, we’ve over sowed some 
clover and we’ve used it in reseeding the last couple of 
years as well. We’ve clover established on about 35% 
of the farm now. I think one of the main practices after 
establishing clover is grazing the sward tight for 12 
months after establishment. After stitching we graze 
regular every 14-15 days, never let the covers get too 
heavy and halve the rate of chemical N that is applied 
to the sward. It probably does have a little bit of an 
effect on the production of the paddock in the year of 
establishment, but after that from year two, the clover 
really takes off. Where clover is established well in the 
sward you see it working well from mid-May onwards. 

What are the two to three key things that 
future proof your business from a sustainability 
standpoint?
The incorporation of clover into our swards is a key 
cornerstone of sustainability and reducing our reliance 
on chemical N. In addition, we use 100% Protected 
Urea for what chemical N is spread on the farm and 
we use 100% LESS – (Low Emission Slurry Spreading). 
We haven’t spread any CAN on the farm for the past 
5 years. We’re as self-sufficient as possible in terms of 
feed, we’re feeding the cows grass and home-grown 
silage as much as possible and stocking the farm 
appropriately to be able to do that. I feel that gives 
us an edge on the sustainability of our system as the 
majority of our feed is in-house. 

Overall Winner of the Grassland 
Farmer of the Year competition in 
2021, Colin Doherty catches up 
with Diarmuid Donnellan, AIB Agri 
Advisor, to discuss what it meant to 
win the award and what’s next for 
the Doherty farm.

Diarmuid Donnellan
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Do you think farmers generally are buying into the 
sustainability message?
I think so, some of the ‘quick wins’ like the use of 
Protected Urea seem to be a harder sell to some 
farmers which I don’t really understand, it’s a very 
simple one to adopt. Apart from that, I see a lot of 
people have got into the LESS slurry spreading, there’s 
a lot of people interested in the renewable energy 
space with the solar panels on slatted sheds etc. I think 
farmers are very much aware that they have to play 
their part in reducing the emissions from the sector 
and are looking to adopt a number of technologies 
that are beneficial in helping to do that.

Have you any fears of policy change in terms of the 
climate change targets and the impact that they 
may have on the sector? 
I think the world in general is a bit uncertain as 
to where we’re going to be in the next few years. 
Obviously, as farmers, we think about food security 
and the importance of that in a European and global 
context. I could potentially see that coming back more 
into focus in the next few years but the climate change 
targets are not going to go away and we cannot 
ignore them either. Our farm businesses need to be 
focussed towards being able to balance both - the 
need for food while safeguarding the environment. 
From the Irish point of view, our grass based system is 
a huge advantage to our sustainability. This along with 
a renewed focus on safeguarding our water quality as 
part of our Nitrates derogation are hugely important 
over the coming years.

What advice would you give to young farmers 
staring out, what are the aspects to a successful 
career in farming?
When I left college I felt I didn’t have all the answers, 
what I’ve learned since is amazing really and I put that 
down to surrounding yourself with the right kind of 

people. There are farmers out there doing exceptional 
things and I’d encourage anyone starting out to go 
and meet them, most are very happy to talk, open 
up their farms and share their knowledge. I learned 
a lot from Moorepark and Teagasc but I feel I’ve 
learned even more by going to other people’s farms 
and engaging with other like-minded people. It’s not 
just about what they do on their farms, it’s about the 
standards that they set and the attention to detail 
that they have about their farm and business. You can 
go away from these visits feeling one of two things, 
either, that’s not something I’d be capable of or if 
they can do it, I can do it too. I would have got a lot 
of encouragement from that. Having a plan of action 
and a focus is critical. Go visit lots of farms and help 
build your network and knowledge base, there’s lots 
of negativity out there but don’t be swayed by that or 
listen to too much of it. 

What’s next for the Doherty family farm in the years 
ahead?
I would consider this farm very much in development 
phase still, we’ve a lot of work done but we’ve a good 
bit more to do with regard some extra cubicles and 
cow accommodation. We milked 220 cows this year 
(2022) and plan to milk 270 cows next year. That’s 
probably the next step and consolidation then for a 
while and pay down some debt and allow the herd to 
mature and we’ll see after that. We have an excellent 
relationship with our contract rearers who rear all the 
replacement stock from 12 weeks of age and they 
are a vital part of the team. I would see more labour 
coming on board in the next few years as the business 
grows as more of my time is taken up with planning 
and administration with the running of the farm. We 
take our holidays and weekend off as well throughout 
the year to get a break away from the farm which I feel 
is very important, having a network of labour is key to 
be able to support the business to facilitate that, both 
now and into the future. 

Colin Doherty pictured receiving the overall Grassland Farmer of the Year award for 2021 at an awards ceremony in Teagasc Moorepark earlier 
this year. The Grassland Farmer of the Year awards are part of the Teagasc Grass10 campaign which is supported by AIB, the Department of 
Agriculture, Food and the Marine, Teagasc, FBD Insurance, Grassland Agro and the Irish Farmers Journal. Visit teagasc.ie/crops/grassland/
grass10/ for further information.
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Looking back on 2022 it will be remembered as a 
time of many changes for the Agricultural sector and 
one that challenged farmers throughout the year. 
Having emerged from the pandemic lockdowns in 
Q1, the impact of the Russian/Ukraine conflict was 
immediately felt by the sector and this was quickly 
followed by an emission reduction target of 25% 
by 2030 for Agriculture under our obligations in the 
Climate Action Plan. This is coming on the back of the 
new Common Agricultural Policy programme which 
will come into effect in 2023. This year we also had 
a review of the Nitrates Action Plan and 2023 will 
see the introduction of new cow banding in the dairy 
sector, which will have a significant impact for some 
farmers. One of these changes alone would create a 
great impact, but combined they will majorly affect 
the Irish Agricultural landscape. 

Banking market
In the latest Central Bank return for H1 2022, the 
trend of reducing on farm debt levels over the past 
number of years remains apparent. As at the half 
year, overall on farm debt levels remain close to the 
lowest level in over a decade at €2.86bn. Along with 
the current debt levels on farm, another indicator 
of the financial strength of any sector is the level of 
overdraft utilisation. In AIB, across all Agricultural  

sectors overdraft utilisation is at its lowest level in 
over five years.

Demand for new money continues to be robust albeit 
there was an understandable slowdown in Q1 of 
the year given the uncertainty around the increasing 
costs and the availability of inputs brought on by 
the Russian/Ukraine conflict. However, as the year 
progressed and output prices responded to the 
increasing costs of production, confidence among 
farmers recovered and Q2/Q3 saw an increased new 
money demand.

Agricultural input cost Inflation
February 2022 witnessed the Russian invasion of 
Ukraine with an immediate impact on prices for 
energy, feed, fuel and other key Agri inputs. The rise 
in input costs is linked to the conflict with both Russia 
and Ukraine among the top five global exporters for 
wheat, barley, sunflower and maize. Ukraine is also 
an important producer of potash, phosphate and 
nitrogen-containing fertiliser. These factors have 
resulted in the Agri Input Price Index, as measured by 
the CSO, increasing by 36.9% in the 12 month period 
to September with prices of energy +40%, feed +33% 
and fertiliser +122% higher in the same period. As per 
chart below, input prices appear to have levelled off 
over the past few months, albeit at an elevated level. 
The Agricultural Output Price Index increased by 
29.2% over the same twelve month timeframe.

Donal Whelton, Head of Agri 
Sector, reflects on the year that was 
for Irish agriculture in 2022.

Donal Whelton  

five months, albeit at an elevated level. The Agricultural Output Price Index increased by 29.2% over 

the same timeframe. 

 

Figure 1: Agricultural Price Indices 

 
Source: CSO - Agricultural Price Indices September 2022 

 

Individual farm performance 

Looking at the performance of the individual farm sectors, despite the increasing costs estimated at 

up to 10c/l on dairy farms, the sector has benefitted from a dramatic increase in milk prices due to 

the lack of growth in global milk supplies in 2022. October prices of 56-57c/l base, are up over 45% 

on prices in 2021 with actual prices paid to some farmers well in excess of 60c/l. However, the rise in 

input costs and the unusually dry conditions in July and August have had an impact on Irish milk 

supplies and for the first time since the abolition of milk quotas in 2015, it is projected there will be 

no increase in Irish milk production in 2022. In terms of outlook for 2023, falling consumer demand 

due to the high prices will impact on demand, however, prices for the main commodities are still 30-

50% ahead of 12 months ago and will be underpinned by a global under supply of milk. 2022 will 

likely be one of the most profitable years ever for dairy farmers (although there will be some 

farmers who have been significantly impacted by fixed milk prices). 

 

While the market outlook remains positive, the introduction of the new banding measures as part of 

the Nitrates Action Programme will likely result in more farmers availing of a derogation, and, for 

those who are operating at the upper limits of a derogation, this may require management changes 

to their system.  
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Dairy
Looking at the performance of the individual farm 
sectors, despite the increasing costs estimated at 
up to 10c/l on dairy farms, the sector has benefitted 
from a dramatic increase in milk prices due to the lack 
of growth in global milk supplies in 2022. October 
prices of 56-57c/l base, are up over 45% on prices 
in 2021 with actual prices paid to some farmers well 
in excess of 60c/l. The rise in input costs and the 
unusually dry conditions in July and August have had 
an impact on Irish milk supplies with supplies forecast 
to increase by their lowest level since milk quotas 
were abolished in 2015. This year will likely be one 
of the most profitable years ever for dairy farmers 
(although there will be some farmers who have been 
significantly impacted by fixed milk prices). In terms 
of outlook for 2023, falling consumer demand due 
to the high prices will impact on demand, however, 
prices for the main dairy commodities are still 30-50% 
ahead of 12 months ago and will be underpinned by 
a global under supply of milk. 

While the market outlook remains positive, the 
introduction of the new banding measures as part 
of the Nitrates Action Programme will likely result in 
more farmers availing of a derogation, and for those 
who are operating at the upper limits of a derogation, 
this may require management changes to their 
system. 

Pigs
For the pig sector, 2022 will be remembered as one 
of the most challenging periods in recent memory. 
Feed costs which rose by up to 60% on the back of 
the Russian conflict, typically represent c. 70-75% of 
total costs on a pig farm (but can vary significantly 
between farms). This, as well as increases in energy 
costs resulted in a very challenging cashflow position 
for many farmers. Given the difficulties in the sector, 
the EU sow population has reduced by 5% or nearly 
500,000 head, and in Ireland, the overall number of 
breeding pigs in June had reduced by 10% compared 
with a year earlier to 137,000 head. At the time of 
writing, prices have increased to over €2/kg, up 
over 40% on the same time last year, and with a 
positive short term outlook for the sector, farmers 
are returning to a more positive cashflow position. 
The reduction in the sow herd is likely to be felt in the 
market in 2023 and as a result, prices should remain 
at an elevated level into next year.

Beef
Cattle prices, (R3 steer) peaked in June and had been 
on somewhat of a downtrend since. Current prices 
are in the region of €4.80/kg, some 80c/kg below 
their peak, but they remain 8% above the same 
period last year and 26% above the same period 

in 2020. Prices have been on an upward trend in 
recent weeks, due to reduced supplies and increased 
demand in European markets. With the price of 
weanlings and store cattle up, fertiliser prices up, and 
feed prices up, there is no doubt that this year more 
than ever, those winter finishing cattle will require 
a price increase. While current prices are high by 
historic standards and 8% above last year, this will not 
be a sufficient increase to cover the elevated costs in 
the sector this year.

Sheep
Sheep prices for much of the year followed a similar 
trend to 2021, but in recent weeks have fallen below 
last year’s levels and prices mid-November are c10% 
below last year. Throughput of lambs to date is back 
about 6% on last year which is not surprising given 
the summer drought and the fact that the higher 
meal price may have discouraged some farmers to 
feed creep during the summer months. Similar to the 
beef sector, farmers who purchase store lambs will 
need a price increase to cover the elevated costs in 
the sector this winter.

Tillage
Harvest 2022 delivered another strong price and 
above trend performance for Irish tillage farmers. 
Green grain prices were up by c.36% versus 2021 
which in itself was also a very good year with 
prices increasing by c.30% on the year previous. 
A combination of low world grain closing stocks, 
International Covid-19 recovery and the war in the 
Ukraine led to the strong grain prices. However, like 
all sectors, production costs were up significantly with 
Teagasc estimating that total costs on the average 
tillage farm were up over 30% compared to 2021. 
Higher output prices, higher yields for most crops 
and favourable harvest weather conditions, resulted 
in a good year on most tillage farms. Looking forward 
to 2023, at this stage future markets are indicating 
that grain prices will reduce from their current highs 
but will remain at elevated levels, however input 
costs are also forecast to remain high. 

Summary
From a price perspective 2022 was a very good 
year on Irish farms, albeit the rise in pig prices did 
lag the increase in prices in the other sectors for a 
period. However, that is only one side of the story 
and unfortunately the rise in input costs will erode 
much of the benefit in most sectors, dairy excluded. 
Looking into 2023, we are entering the year from a 
high cost base, and output prices will need to remain 
high to cover the increased cost of production. What 
the new normal looks like for from an output and 
input price perspective is still very much unknown.  
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Agriculture has a target to reduce greenhouse 
gas (GHG) by 25% by 2030 and we have a plan 
to achieve this target. The plan starts with 
implementing the Teagasc Marginal Abatement 
Cost Curve (MACC) which sets out the actions 
that farmers can take to reduce emissions on their 
individual farms.  

So what are these actions? 
To simplify the MACC curve, the Signpost Programme 
has developed the 12 steps poster to reducing 
emissions on all farms (Figure 2. Suckler Beef 12 
Steps). There are 5 of these posters available – dairy, 
suckler beef, dairy beef, tillage and sheep. Each 
setting out the main actions that farmers can take 
to reduce emissions. It starts at the bottom with the 
easiest actions to implement - using protected urea 
and applying lime, all the way up to the more difficult 
actions to implement - breeding performance and 
incorporation of clover.    

The 12 steps to reducing emissions on beef 
farms
Step 1. Use protected urea – Protected urea has 
70% lower nitrous oxide emissions (one of the main 
greenhouse gases) than CAN and lower ammonia 
emissions than straight urea.  

Step. 2. Apply lime – Applying lime will correct soil 
pH issues and increase the availability of nitrogen by 
up to 80 kg / ha. This reduces chemical N use and 
consequently reduces emissions.

Step 3. Correct soil P & K – Ensuring soil is at index 
3 for P & K helps to improve the efficiency with 
which N is used. This will reduce chemical N use and 
consequently reduce emissions.

Step 4. Use low emission slurry spreading (LESS) – 
using LESS will increase the availability of N in slurry, 
allowing farmers to reduce chemical N use and 
consequently reduces GHG emissions. It will also 
reduce ammonia emissions.

Step 5. Reduce chemical N use – nitrous oxide is one 
of our main greenhouse gases and it comes primarily 
from nitrogen fertiliser and slurry, reducing chemical 
N use reduces nitrous oxide and consequently total 
GHG emissions.

Step 6. Better grassland management – increased 
days at grass leads to increased efficiency, less 
methane emissions versus a silage diet, and also less 
slurry storage and spreading leading to less GHG 
emissions.  

Step 7. Improved health – healthier animals are more 
efficient and productive e.g. 30 healthy animals will 
be more productive than 30 animals challenged 
by disease, therefore the emissions per kg of beef 
produced by the 30 healthy animals will be lower.

Step 8. Improved suckler herd quality – improving 
breeding performance results in better fertility, 
reducing GHG emissions from non-productive 
animals and improved efficiency.

Step 9. Increase calf output per year – Over 5 years, 
a cow producing a calf every 365 days will produce 
5 calves whereas a cow calving every 420 days will 
only produce 4.3 calves in the same period. This 
inefficiency means the cow is non-productive for 
a longer period of time and this is associated with 
increased emissions.  

Step 10. Reduce age at 1st calving – If you calve 
heifers at 30 months rather than 24 months, that’s 
an additional 6 months that those animals are 
unproductive in the herd. Six months of methane 
emissions and all the other emissions associated with 
keeping an animal for an extra 6 months (fertiliser 
use, slurry storage & spreading, energy etc.)

Step 11. Reduce age at slaughter by 1 month – an 
animal finished at 24 months will have substantially 
less methane belched out than an animal finished 
at 30 months but also less of all the other emissions 
associated with keeping an animal for an extra 6 
months (fertiliser use, slurry storage & spreading, 
energy etc.)

Step 12. Incorporate clover – incorporating clover 
allows farmers to reduce the quantity of chemical 
nitrogen that needs to be used by up to 120 kg N per 
ha. Reducing chemical nitrogen use will reduce the 
quantity of nitrous oxide produced, which is one of 
the main greenhouse gases. 

To get the 12 steps for your enterprise, please contact 
your local Teagasc office.  

In our Signpost Series, Siobhan 
Kavanagh from Teagasc, discusses 
the 12 steps to reducing emissions 
on beef farms.

Siobhan Kavanagh
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Figure 2: The 12 steps to reducing emissions on your farm

Figure 1.  The 12 steps to reducing emissions on your farm 

(Please insert this graphic on the page after the text. Attached as a separate graphic also). 
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The Irish economy emerged from the Covid-19 
pandemic in good shape. Very substantial fiscal 
support amounting to c. 20% of national income 
played a key role in limiting the damage to 
the economy. Ireland also benefitted from the 
favourable product mix in its vast multi-national 
sector, with a large presence of pharma, medical, 
information and communications technology (ICT) 
and financial services companies, which saw very 
strong export growth over the past two years. Gross 
domestic product (GDP) increased by 13.6% in 2021, 
with gross national product (GNP) rising by 14.7%. 
Modified final domestic demand, a better measure 
of the domestic economy’s performance expanded 
by 5.8% last year, having contracted by 4.9% in 
2020. Exports rose by 14% in 2021.

CSO data show farm incomes grew by a robust 17.6% 
in 2021. Looking at the key underlying trends from 
last year, milk output rose by 23.3%, aided by an 
increase in volume and prices. In terms of livestock, 
there were strong performances in the beef and 
sheep meat sectors. Elsewhere, crop production rose 
by c. 11%, in large part due to a significant rebound in 
cereals output.

The removal of all Covid-19 related restrictions as 
the first three months of 2022 progressed, meant the 
economy enjoyed a strong start this year. Indeed, 
GDP rose by 6.2% in the first quarter. This was 
followed by a 1.8% increase in GDP in the second 
quarter also. Meanwhile, modified final domestic 
demand grew by 11.7% in the first six months of the 
year when compared to the same period in 2021. 

The strength of the economy this year is best 
exemplified by data on the labour market and tax 
receipts. Unlike in many other economies, both 
the labour force and employment have risen well 
above pre-Covid levels. Both metrics were over 
8% higher in the second quarter of this year when 
compared to their levels in the first quarter of 2020. 
The unemployment rate has fallen below its pre-
pandemic level of 4.8% also. In April it declined to 
4.6%, and has oscillated between 4.2-4.4% since 
May. Tax revenues have been very buoyant, rising by 
over 25% to end October versus last year. Overall, an 
Exchequer surplus of €7.3bn was recorded to the end 
of October. This meant on a 12-month rolling basis, 

the Exchequer accounts registered an improvement 
of €14.7bn. 

Like elsewhere though, Ireland has experienced a 
significant inflation shock this year. Indeed, the latest 
CSO data, show Irish Harmonised Index of Consumer 
Prices (HICP) inflation continuing to surge upwards, 
rising to 9.4% in October, against the backdrop 
of higher energy costs and supply shortages/
disruptions, which have been amplified by the war in 
Ukraine and persistent lockdowns in China. Inflation 
is currently running around 10% in the Eurozone, and 
the UK, and is now down to just below 8% in the US.  

In response to very elevated levels of inflation, 
central banks across the board have hiked interest 
rates aggressively. The ECB has raised its key interest 
rates by 200 basis points  to 1.5% since July, and has 
indicated that further increases can be expected. 
At the same time, growth has lost considerable 
momentum in the third quarter in the Eurozone, 
US and UK – Ireland’s key export markets. Lead 
indicators such as the Purchasing Managers Index 
(PMI) for all three have declined in recent months, 
falling into contraction territory in October. GDP 
forecasts for next year have been cut also, with the 
Eurozone and US now projected to grow much 
slower, by between 0.5-1%, while the UK is expected 
to be in recession.

Meanwhile, the war in Ukraine continues to have 
a direct impact on global food supplies. Between 
them, Russia and Ukraine produce around an eighth 
of total food traded worldwide. They are the world’s 
first and fifth largest exporters of wheat, and they 
also provide a lot of grain used for animal feed. Food 
exports from both countries has been curtailed since 
the conflict ignited in the spring. Although, a deal 
struck in July and renewed in November has allowed 
limited exports from the port of Odessa, it is still more 
difficult for Ukraine to ship its produce abroad. While 
Russian food exports have also been hampered by 
the indirect effects of sanctions. 

The war in Ukraine is making farming inputs much 
more expensive this year. Pre-Invasion, Russia was the 
world’s second biggest exporter of oil and its biggest 
exporter of natural gas. Prices of both have shot 
higher in 2022. Of the three main types of industrial 
fertiliser, Russia is the largest exporter of nitrogen-

Daniel Noonan, from the AIB 
Economic Research Unit, discusses 
the strong performance of the Irish 
economy, but advises that the risks 
are rising.

Daniel Noonan  
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based fertilisers, the second largest of potash, and the 
third largest of phosphates. Prices of all three types 
have increased markedly since the start of the year. In 
Ireland, CSO data indicate fertilisers were up 122% on 
a year-on-year basis in September. Meanwhile, animal 
feed prices were up by 33%. 

The agricultural sector has been boosted this year 
by the removal of Covid-19 restrictions. The full 
re-opening of food services, both domestically and 
internationally, has seen increased demand for 
produce such as beef. As previously mentioned, the 
sector is also experiencing significant inflationary 
conditions. The latest data on agricultural prices, 
available for September, show input prices rising by 
around 37% on a year-on-year basis. Output prices 
were up by 29%, suggesting that the sector has been 
able to displace some of the rise in input costs. 

The outlook for the Agri sector over the next 12 
months, much like the wider economy, will depend 
on the evolution of inflation. The ‘Brexit’ risk also 
remains, with tensions between the EU and UK 
over the Northern Ireland protocol. The UK has 
introduced domestic legislation ahead of potential 
unilateral action to amend the Protocol. The European 
Commission has resumed legal action against the UK 
in retaliation. In a worst case scenario, tensions could 

put the Free Trade Agreement at risk, although this 
would involve a 12-month notice period.

However, while risks remain, there are also elements in 
place to underpin growth in the Irish economy. Some 
of the large scale build-up of private sector savings 
that have accumulated during the pandemic can be 
expected to be run-down, which will help underpin 
growth in the domestic economy. Fiscal policy here 
also remains supportive of economic activity. 

Recent forecasts for Ireland, from the Central Bank of 
Ireland, Economic and Social Research Institute (ESRI) 
and Department of Finance are for GDP growth to 
slow sharply to 4.5-5.25% in 2023 from c. 10% this year. 
Meanwhile modified domestic demand is projected to 
grow by around 2% next year, down from a 6.5%-7.5% 
range in 2022. Further out, the Department of Finance 
sees Irish growth slowing to 3.3% in 2024, with the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) at 4% and the 
Central Bank of Ireland (CBI) at 5%. Most forecasts see 
the unemployment rate rising somewhat to around 
5% next year, up from 4.4% at present. Thus, a marked 
slowdown is expected in the pace of growth in the 
Irish economy in the next two years, though, activity is 
projected to remain considerably stronger than in most 
other advanced economies.

Nicola Fetherstone
Nicola is from a suckler and sheep farm in Co. Roscommon. She 
graduated with a Bachelor in Agricultural Science from UCD in 2017. 
Nicola proceeded to complete a PhD with Teagasc investigating the 
impact of maternal genetic merit and country of origin (Ireland vs 
New Zealand) on a range of sheep performance parameters. Nicola 
joins AIB having held positions with AbacusBio in New Zealand and 
the National Cattle Breeding Centre with her most recent post as 
Lecturer in Agriculture with ATU Donegal and NUIG. 

Mick Conlon
Mick is originally from a suckler and sheep farming background in 
Co. Mayo and lives just outside Navan, Co. Meath. He completed 
a Bachelor in Agricultural Science (Animal & Crop Production) in 
UCD in 2002. Following this he joined AIB, where he worked in a 
number of Head Office departments in Dublin. Since 2014, Mick 
has worked in a number of Agri and Business Lending customer 
facing roles as a Business Advisor/Relationship Manager across the 
AIB North East Region.

Dónal Walsh
Dónal completed a Bachelor in Agricultural Science in UCD in 2016. 
He then went on to complete a Masters in Agricultural Science and 
his research work investigated the profitability of Sexed Semen and 
Timed AI in Irish Dairy production systems. Following this, Dónal 
joined the AIB Data and Analytics department, within the Group 
Privacy Team. His work enhanced AIB’s alignment with core GDPR 
principles. 
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The theme of this year’s Irish 
Grassland Association Dairy Summer 
Tour was ‘Doing the Basics Right 
to Fulfil Potential’. John Farrell, IGA 
Council Member and AIB Agri Sector 
Team reviews this year’s tour. John Farrell

Close to 500 farmers attended this year’s IGA 
Dairy Summer Tour, sponsored by AIB, where we 
got to hear from our two host farmers, Tom Walsh 
from Johnstown, Co. Kilkenny and Denis Cody 
from Templemore, Co. Tipperary. While two very 
different farms, the key themes of grass, cows and 
management were to the fore on both farms.

Tom Walsh
Tom with his wife Norma, and their children farm 
64ha near Johnstown, Co. Kilkenny. Tom started 
farming full-time in 2003 milking 40 cows, and since 
then, he has grown the herd to 126 cows being 
milked in 2022 on a 48 ha milking platform at a 
stocking rate of 2.63 cows/ha. The remaining land 
area is used for rearing replacements and growing 
winter feed. 

In 2004 Tom became a Glanbia monitor farm 
until 2008, and this was his first introduction to 
grass measuring. It is fair to say that grassland 
management is a passion for Tom and is key to the 
production and performance on the farm. 

Tom’s farm is a dry farm, which enables him to take 
advantage of an extended grazing season. However, 
the farm is prone to summer drought and Tom has 
fed silage every summer for the past ten years. Tom 
specifically cuts high quality silage in mid-May each 
year, which ensures that when he feeds silage during 
the summer, milk production will not be impacted. 

Tom has bred a high-milk-solids-herd producing, 
on average, over 600 kg MS/cow/year. The herd 
has consistently produced over 500 kg of milk 
solids since quotas were removed in 2015. In 2021, 
the herd supplied 640kg/cow (4.5% fat and 3.72% 
protein) to Glanbia. This was produced from a diet of 
approximately 1.6t of concentrate/cow, high quality 
grazed grass and grass silage.

Tom calved 86% of the herd in six weeks in 2022 with 
a calving interval of 364 days. A herd EBI of €182, 
puts the herd in the top 10% of herds in the country. 
Tom has been milk recording since 2003, and has put 
a big focus on breeding the right cow for his system. 
He actively culls low-performing cows from his herd 
each year and he only breeds replacements from his 

best performing cows. Cow selection is as important 
to Tom as bull selection, with Tom only breeding 
replacements from his best cows which have proven 
themselves in his system. Tom only uses proven bulls 
on his farm and as such he knows the replacements 
he produces will be consistent with little range 
between them.

Tom’s breeding policy together with his excellent 
grazing management, has resulted in a continued 
improvement in milk solids production over the years. 
Tom’s farm performance is underpinned by the milk 
solids production of his cows, the ability of his cows 
to achieve this higher level of milk solids production 
early in the year and maintain this higher level for 
longer is key. He maintains his production by focusing 
on grass and ensuring the cows are going into the 
right pre-grazing covers - his ideal pre-grazing yield 
is 1,400-1,500 kg DM/ha.

While Tom fed 1.6t of concentrates in 2021, grass is 
the key to Tom’s success, with the farm growing 15t 
DM/ha in 2021. From this 15t DM grown, 13.5t was 
utilised. The herd consists of predominately Holstein 
genetics, with Tom noting the 1.3t of concentrates 
is what is needed to operate his system and the 
extra 0.3t he feeds is drought related. Tom explained 
that although the level of concentre is high, grass 
is key to the system, achieving the level of milk 
solids production would not be achievable without 
exceptional grassland management.

It was very evident to all in attendance that Tom is 
running an excellent operation. It is a simple system, 
complicated by a summer drought in most years, 
maximising the use of grass and complimented 
by concentrates. Toms breeding policy is paying 
dividends with a mature, long lasting, fertile herd, 
delivering significant production and underpinning 
the overall farm performance. What we saw on the 
day was a farmer that has focussed on the key areas 
of cows and grass and perfecting a system to suit his 
farm.

Denis Cody
The second stop on this year’s Dairy Summer Tour 
was to Denis Cody’s farm. Denis farms with his wife 
Carmel and his parents Eamon and Anne, near 
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Clonmore, Templemore, Co. Tipperary. They are 
milking on two platforms, one 50% owned and the 
second 100% leased and farming 220 ha in total.

Cow numbers have quadrupled since 2010, with 
400 milking cows in 2022. Denis finished in Kildalton 
Agricultural College in 2010 with a level 6 diploma in 
dairying and set about growing the farm business. In 
reality Denis had been heavily involved in the farm 
operation prior to that, but the experience he gained 
when working on two farms as part of his placement 
in 2009 would result in fundamental changes to the 
existing farm operation over the next number of years.

Quota restrictions meant that Denis could not grow 
the existing farm operation any further and in 2012, he 
was successful in getting quota under the new entrant 
scheme. In 2013, Denis leased a 21 ha dairy block 
and parlour approximately 7 km from the home farm 
to start a second unit. Starting initially with 40 cows, 
two subsequent adjoining parcels of land have been 
leased to create a 48 ha second dairy farm, which is 
currently milking 150 cows. Denis has tended to front 
load the investment on all his leased land to ensure he 
can get the ground up and running and growing as 
much grass as possible, as quickly as possible. 

On the home farm cow numbers have increased 
from 150 to 250 in 2022, facilitated by the lease of an 
additional 44 ha. The plan is to increase cow numbers 
to 300 cows on the home farm in the coming years. 
The overall farm stocking rate is 2.5 LU/ha farmed, 
with the second milking platform stocked at 3.2 LU/
ha and 2.8 LU/ha on the home farm. Similar to Tom, 
Denis puts a big focus on grassland management 
and last year the farms grew approximately 14t of 
DM/ha. The herd is a crossbred herd with an EBI of 
€174. In 2021 an average of 520 kg milk solids was 
produced per cow (4.63% fat and 3.78% protein) to 
Centenary coop, with approximately 750 kg of meal 
per head. Milk solids production per cow is on an 
upward trend and is likely to increase further as the 
herd matures. In 2022, 90% of the herd calved in 6 
weeks and Denis had a calving interval of 365 days.

From a management perspective Denis tries to 
keep things as simple as possible. There are two full 

time staff on the farm, in addition to Denis, both of 
whom have worked with Denis for over 10 years. 
In addition, Denis avails of relief staff at weekends, 
while contractors also play a very important role in 
the business, more so than on most farms. As well as 
slurry, silage and fertiliser, contractors are used for 
calf dehorning, tail clipping, hoof pairing and cattle 
weighing. All of the cows are calved on the home 
farm with 150 cows brought to the second unit by 
mid-February. This year Denis used fixed time AI and 
sexed semen on his heifers and the 150 cows on the 
second unit – as they calve earlier and are more likely 
his more fertile cows. All cows on the home farm and 
any repeats are bred to beef AI or beef stock bulls 
and as such this will help eliminate the challenge of 
dairy bull calves for Denis.

Denis tries to keep grassland management, like 
most things simple, and he does the grassland 
measurement on both farms. Denis says his ideal 
number of paddocks on a farm is 11. This means 
that cows will get four grazings in each paddock, 
and it results in fewer decisions having to be made 
each week about moving cows. Denis has grown his 
business significantly over the past number of years 
increasing from 100 cows to 400 cows and has plans 
to go to 460 cows in 2023. The focus on cows and 
fertility is clearly paying off with 90% of the herd 
calving in 6 weeks and a calving interval of 365 days. 
Milk solids production is also on an upward trend 
and at 520kg, from 750kg of meal, is an excellent 
performance for a young expanding herd.

Summary
Both of this year’s host farmers, had a number of 
things in common, not least their management, 
attention to detail and excellent performance. 
However, underpinning the excellent performance 
on both farms was the basics of cows and grass. Both 
farmers had bred a cow to suit their farm system best 
and were maximising the use of our natural resource 
– grazed grass.



Liam Phelan, AIB Agri Advisor 
examines some of the changes to 
Direct Payments as part of the new 
CAP Programme.

Liam Phelan

At AIB we were delighted to support a series of 
five Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) information 
seminars organised by the Irish Farmers Journal 
in association with the Department of Agriculture, 
Food and the Marine and Teagasc. Liam Phelan, AIB 
Agri Advisor shares some of the key insights from 
these events.

Over 1,600 farmers attended the five events which 
took place during October and November which 
indicates the high level of demand for information in 
relation to the latest reform of the CAP. The events 
highlighted the key changes to existing payments and 
provided details of the new schemes under the next 
CAP programme which will run from 2023 to 2027. 

The new CAP which will have a budget of €9.8bn 
in Ireland over the five year period and will have 
an increased focus on tackling climate change, 
protecting the environment and maintaining 
landscapes and biodiversity. The payment structure 
of the new CAP programme is changing significantly 
from the existing programme - nothing is staying the  

same, with all entitlement values and all schemes 
changing in 2023.

As with the previous CAP programme, this CAP 
continues on the road of convergence and as a result 
many farmers will see their payments reduced over 
the next five years, while some farmers will see their 
payments increase. 

Direct Payments, (both pillar 1 and pillar 2) are a 
fundamental part of farm incomes as per Figure 3 
below. In 2021, Direct Payments accounted for 52% 
of the income across all farms, albeit with significant 
variation across sectors. As per chart below, some 
sectors are more reliant on Direct Payments than 
others, and as such, any changes to their Direct 
Payments will consequentially have an impact on 
their overall farm income.

Since 2015, Direct Payments or Pillar 1 payments 
were made up of two main elements – the basic 
payment scheme and a greening element - the latter 
element accounting for c. 30% of the total payment 
received by farmers. From 2023 onwards, pillar 1 

Figure 3: Direct Payments as % of Family Farm Income by Sector

2018 2019 2020 2021
Dairy 34% 31% 28% 21% 100%
Cattle Rearing 158% 162% 157% 139% 100%
Cattle Other 111% 129% 113% 92% 100%
Sheep 143% 132% 105% 90% 100%
Tillage 55% 76% 79% 48% 100%
Average Farm Income 74% 78% 70% 52% 100%
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payments will be made up of three main elements - 
the Basic Income Support for Sustainability, BISS (the 
new Basic Payment Scheme)

-  Eco-schemes (a new voluntary environmental 
scheme)

-  Complementary Redistributive Income Support 
for Sustainability, CRISS (new scheme otherwise 
known as front loading).

1.  Basic Income Support for Sustainability 
(BISS)

The Basic Income Support for Sustainability (BISS) is 
the new Basic Payment Scheme and will continue 
to account for the largest element of the overall 
payment on most farms. As part of this reform, the 
number of entitlements that each farmer has will 
stay the same, but the value is changing (due to 
convergence, capping and funds moving to Eco-
Scheme and CRISS).

All entitlements will continue to be subject to 
convergence, reaching a minimum value of 85% of the 
average by 2026. In addition those farmers with BISS 
payments over €60,000 will be subject to capping. 
BISS payments of between €60k to €100k are capped 
at 85% and all BISS payments great than €100k are 
100% capped. This means that the maximum BISS 
payment that can be claimed is €66k. As a result, the 
new average payment entitlement value is estimated 
to be c. €158/ha with all entitlement values falling into 
a range of between €125-€285/ha by 2026.

2. Eco-Scheme 
The Eco-Scheme will replace Greening in 2023. 
However, unlike greening which was obligatory, 
participation in the Eco-Scheme is voluntary. The 
Eco-Scheme is an annual scheme and as such 
farmers will need to apply annually to join. There is 
a list of 8 agricultural practices from which farmers 
must pick 2 to receive their payment. Payment 
will be based on eligible hectares, independent 
of entitlements. Approximately 25% of the Basic 

payment and Greening budget in the previous 
CAP will be allocated to this pot and given back 
to farmers in the form of an eco-payment. While 
payment is dependent on overall uptake, the 
Department estimate that the payment is likely to be 
around €70/ha. 

3.  Complementary Redistributive Income 
Support for Sustainability (CRISS)

The Complementary Redistributive Income Support 
for Sustainability (CRISS) is designed to redistribute 
CAP funds from larger farms to smaller and medium 
sized farms. Of the total annual budget 10% or 
€118m will be dedicated to CRISS. All farmers will 
receive a payment of c. €40/ha up to a maximum 
of 30 ha’s, as such the maximum payment amount 
under this element is €1,200. CRISS is independent 
of entitlement value as all farmers received the same 
payment per hectare.

So what will my Payments look like from 2023-2027?
The Department of Agriculture, Food and the 
Marine have a user friendly calculator available on 
their website to help farmers understand the impact 
of these changes on their individual farm payments. 
It is important that all farmers are aware of, and 
familiar with, what their new payment will look like 
from 2023 onwards.

To use the calculator you will need to log onto the 
website with the following information:

• Number of hectares

• Number of entitlements

• BPS & greening value per entitlement

The website will provide a breakdown of your BISS, 
ECO and CRISS payments from 2023 out to 2026. The 
2027 payment will be the same as the 2026 payment.

I have included below by way of example a farmer with 
100 ha’s and 100 entitlements with an average BPS & 
Greening entitlement value of €300/entitlement. His 
previous payment would have been €30,000 paid out 
between BPS and Greening Payments.

Current entitlement Value and Payment New CAP Payments Total 
Payment

Change 
vs Current 
Payment 

BPS & 
Greening 
per ha Payment Years

BISS 
entitlement 
value BISS ECO CRISS Payment Difference

€300 €30,000 2023 €176 €17,622 €7,700 €1,295 €26,617 - €3,384

€300 €30,000 2024 €173 €17,332 €7,700 €1,295 €26,327 - €3,674

€300 €30,000 2025 €170 €17,042 €7,700 €1,295 €26,037 - €3,964

€300 €30,000 2026 €168 €16,752 €7,700 €1,295 €25,747 - €4,254

The information contained in this calculator is provided as an aid to farmers in understanding the calculation of 
entitlement values and the results should not be regarded as providing definitive entitlement values for the period 2023-
2026. A definitive statement of entitlements will be made available to all eligible farmers in 2023.
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In the example, under the new CAP Programme, this 
farmer will see their overall payment reducing from 
€30,000 to €26,617 in year 1 or a reduction of €3,384. 
The payment reduces to €25,747 in years 2026 and 
2027 or a reduction of €4,254. Over the five years, 
the above farmer would receive €19,528 less in Direct 
Payments. 

While the above looks at the main elements of the 
Pillar 1 payments under the new CAP Programme, 
there are two other payment schemes that will be 
important to some farmers – a Coupled Income 
support – commonly known as Protein Aid and the 
Complementary Income Support for Young Farmers 
(CIS-YF) – the new young farmer scheme. 

In the above while we have only looked at the Pillar 
1 scheme as part of the new CAP Programme, there 
are also a number of Pillar 2 schemes which are very 

important to Irish farmers. Pillar 2 schemes such as the 
new Agri-Climate Rural Environment Scheme (ACRES), 
Areas of Natural Constraints, Straw Incorporation 
Measure, Organic Farming, Suckler Carbon Efficiency 
Programme and Sheep Improvement Scheme amongst 
others are environmentally-focused and aim to deliver 
significant long-term environmental improvement 
through participation by farmers. The broad range of 
schemes under Pillar 2 will build on, and complement, 
achievements under conditionality and the Eco Scheme. 
Farmers should familiarise themselves with the details 
and merits of each individual scheme.

As noted at the outset, Direct Payments are a key 
component of overall farm income on most farms. 
Under the new CAP programme, much is changing 
and as such it is important that farmers understand the 
impact on their own farms. Any changes could have a 
direct impact on overall farm incomes.

Barry Hyland, AIB Agri Advisor speaking at the Cavan Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) information seminar organised by the Irish Farmers 
Journal in association with the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine, Teagasc and supported by AIB. Over 1,600 farmers attended the 
five events which took place during October and November.
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AIB Agri Team
We have a dedicated Agri Advisor Team based around the country who support the needs of our  

farming customers. 

We are from farming backgrounds ourselves, so we have a practical understanding of the sector and bring a 
wealth of experience when looking at farm finance.  Our team provide strong, objective farm financial and 

technical analysis on individual farm cases as needed.

Donal Whelton
Head of Agri Sector

M: 086 4146550
E: donal.j.whelton@aib.ie

John Farrell
Agri Sector Team
M: 086 0080305

E: john.a.farrell@aib.ie

Barry Hyland
AIB Agri Advisor for Cavan, Sligo, 

Leitrim, Roscommon, Mayo, 
Monaghan, Laois
M: 086 3831661

E: barry.l.hyland@aib.ie 

Eamonn O’Reilly
AIB Agri Advisor for Galway,  
Westmeath, Longford, Offaly

M: 087 2517086
E: eamonn.m.o’reilly@aib.ie 

Patrick Butterly
AIB Agri Advisor for Donegal, 
Louth, Meath, Dublin, Kildare

M: 086 3831576
E: patrick.p.butterly@aib.ie 

Shane McCarthy
AIB Agri Advisor for Cork

M: 086 0081317
E: shane.p.mccarthy@aib.ie

Nicola Fetherstone
AIB Agri Advisor for 

Sligo, Leitrim, Roscommon,  
Galway, Mayo 

M: 087 6578335
E: nicola.j.fetherstone@aib.ie

Michael Murphy
AIB Agri Advisor for  

Cork, Waterford
M: 086 7805216

E: michael.a.murphy@aib.ie 

Diarmuid Donnellan
AIB Agri Advisor for  

Limerick, Clare, Kerry
M: 086 4621355

E: diarmuid.p.donnellan@aib.ie

Chris Nolan
AIB Agri Advisor for  
Kilkenny, Tipperary

M: 086 0080272
E: chris.p.Nolan@aib.ie

Kelley Lyons
AIB Agri Advisor for Cork

M: 087 3523610
E: kelley.m.lyons@aib.ie  

Liam Phelan
AIB Agri Advisor for Wicklow,  

Wexford, Carlow
M: 086 0231700

E: liam.p.phelan@aib.ie
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